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e number of possible word forms is theoretically innite in agglutinative languages. is brings the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) issue
for part-of-speech (PoS) tagging in agglutinative languages. Since the inectional morphology does not change the PoS tag of a word,
we propose to learn stems along with PoS tags simultaneously. erefore, we aim to overcome the sparsity problem by reducing the
word forms into their stems. We adopt a Bayesian model that is fully unsupervised. We build a Hidden Markov Model for PoS tagging
where the stems are emied through hidden states. Several versions of the model are introduced in order to observe the eects of the
dierent dependencies throughout the corpus; such as the dependency between stems and PoS tags or the dependency between PoS
tags and axes. Additionally, we use neural word embeddings to estimate the semantic similarity between the word form and the
stem. We use the semantic similarity as prior information to discover the actual stem of a word since the inection does not change
the meaning of a word. We compare our models with other unsupervised stemming and PoS tagging models on Turkish, Hungarian,
Finnish, Basque, and English. e results show that a joint model for PoS tagging and stemming improves upon an independent PoS
tagger and stemmer in agglutinative languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Part-of-speech (PoS) tagging is the task of assigning each word a part-of-speech tag such as noun, verb, adjective, or
adverb in a given sentence. It is one of the fundamental tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Many applications
in NLP such as sentiment analysis, question answering, text summarization, and machine translation require PoS
tagging for all languages. For example, in order to translate saw into another language, the translation of the word will
be determined based on its PoS tag (i.e. saw is a tool if it is a noun and saw is the action to see if it is a verb).
Most of the work on PoS tagging [15, 19, 48] is word-based and does not expect the morphological segmentation of
words. In this article, we aim to use the stems of the words for PoS tagging in order to overcome the out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) issue.
Stemming is the task of reducing a word to its stem by stripping o the inectional suxes aached, if exists. For
example, bookkeepers is reduced to bookkeeper when the word is stemmed. However, -er still remains because it is
a derivational sux. Various methods have been applied for stemming. Current stemming methods [10, 27, 36, 37]
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usually do not expect any syntactic information. However, the PoS tag of the word is the same as the PoS tag of its
stem and this information can be utilized in stemming. For example, the word koyun is stemmed as koy-(mak) (to put) if
the word is a verb and stemmed as koyun (sheep) if the word is a noun.
PoS tagging has many drawbacks. One of the drawbacks is the ambiguity. Words may belong to dierent parts-of-
speech depending on their syntactic roles in a given sentence. e correct PoS tag of a word also helps to nd the stem
of the word. For example,
• Aydınlık gelecek günler bizi bekliyor. (Bright days in the future are waiting for us.)
• Ahmet birazdan gelecek. (Ahmet will be back soon.)
gelecek in the rst sentence is an adjective and the stem is gelecek (future). In the second sentence, gelecek is a verb and
the stem is gel-(mek) (to come). is shows that PoS tagging plays an important role in stemming.
It is clearly seen that stemming and PoS tagging are two related tasks. ese tasks have been usually performed
as a pipeline process in various NLP applications. Stemming is usually followed by PoS tagging. One drawback of
pipeline approaches is the error propagation through the successive stages in the pipeline process. Joint models can
avoid this kind of problem and also leads to a beer performance since the two tasks provide information for each other
[40, 44, 45]. In this article, we propose to perform PoS tagging and stemming jointly in an unsupervised framework.
Joint learning also helps to reduce the sparsity in the corpus. For example, let the word kitapçıdayken occur only
once in the corpus. It is hard to guess its tag by using only a single contextual information. However, in a joint task that
involves stem-based PoS tagging, we have a higher chance to come across the same stem kitapçı in dierent inected
forms. e sparsity is even more severe in agglutinative languages. In those languages, morphemes can denote the
number, gender, person, tense, and so on [25]. Turkish, Finnish, and Hungarian are examples to agglutinative languages.
For example, word giiler (they went) is split as git+ti+ler. Here, git (to go) is the root, -ti denotes the past tense, and -ler
denotes the third person plural. erefore, tagging the complete word forms brings the sparsity issue in agglutinative
languages.
Joint PoS tagging and stemming helps to tackle the sparsity issue by reducing the dictionary size in agglutinative
languages. For example;
• Yürüdüğümüz/Adj yol/Noun bitmiş/Verb ,/Punc daha/Adv dar/Adj bir/Det sokak/Noun açılmıştı/Verb
önümüzde/Noun ./Punc (e road we walked through was over and there was a narrower road ahead.)
• Ama/Conj yolu/Noun bilmiyorum/Verb ./Punc (But I do not know the way.)
• Dar/Adj yollarda/Noun koşarak/Adv giden/Adj Kerem’i/Noun yakaladım/Verb ./Punc (I caught Kerem running
in narrow roads.)
yolu (the road - accusative case) and yollarda (on the roads) are inected forms of the same stem yol (the road). ese
words are all tagged with the same PoS tag in the given sentences. Using the stem yol rather than its inected forms
will solve the sparsity problem in tagging.
In this article we introduce a joint model for PoS tagging and stemming that extends the word-based Bayesian HMM
model by Goldwater and Griths [19]. We introduce several dierent versions of the model that incorporates dierent
dependencies, such as the dependency between the stem and the PoS tag and the dependency between the PoS tag and
the ax. Additionally, we incorporate the neural word embeddings to learn the stem of a word since the inection does
not change the meaning.
Our approach mainly addresses agglutinative languages in a fully unsupervised framework. However, we did
experiments also on non-agglutinative languages such as English and Basque, in addition to three agglutinative
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languages: Turkish, Hungarian and Finnish. To our knowledge, this study is the rst aempt in joint learning of PoS
tagging and stemming in a fully unsupervised framework.
is article is organized as follows: In Section 2, the related work on PoS tagging and stemming is addressed, Section
3 describes the baseline PoS tagging model and the novel joint models for PoS tagging and stemming, Section 4 presents
the experimental results and Section 5 provides a discussion on the results obtained from dierent languages. Finally
Section 6 concludes the article with general ndings of the study and the potential future work.
2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, rst we present the related work on PoS tagging and stemming that handle the two tasks independently
as two separate tasks. en we review the joint models on PoS tagging that combine the tagging task with other tasks
such as morphological segmentation. We mainly focus on unsupervised models in the literature, since the focus of this
article is solely on unsupervised learning.
2.1 Related Work on PoS Tagging
PoS tagging has been widely seen as a clustering problem. Brown et al. [9] introduce a class-based n-gram model that
uses a greedy hierarchical clustering algorithm to learn the syntactic classes of the words. e contextual information
is incorporated in terms of n-grams. Initially, each word is assigned to a single class. en, each cluster pair that yields
the minimum loss in the average is merged until all clusters are merged under a single cluster. Finally, a binary tree is
built, which represents the hierarchy between the syntactic categories.
Schütze [42] uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to reduce the dimensionality of the context matrix, which
is constructed by the word vectors obtained from the two le and two right neighbour words of each word. en,
Buckshot clustering [13] is applied to cluster the words using the contextual information.
Biemann [8] applies a graph clustering algorithm, Chinese Whispers, using the 4-word context windows and the top
frequent words as features.
Some other approaches see PoS tagging as a sequence labelling problem. Most of the studies in this class adopt
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for the labelling problem.
Merialdo [32] introduces a triclass Markov model. In the study, dierent parameter estimation methods are compared
for dierent sizes of training data. Relative frequency training is used for the tagged data and Maximum Likelihood
training is used for the data without tags.
Banko and Moore [6] introduce the contextualized HMM tagger that emits each word from three adjacent tags
including the previous and following words’ tags, and not only from the current word’s tag. is model involves more
contextual information compared to the basic HMM.
Johnson [23] compares dierent parameter estimators used in HMM-based PoS tagging. For that purpose, Expectation
Maximization (EM) [7], Variational Bayes [? ] and Gibbs sampling [16] are compared. e study reveals the low-
performance of the EM algorithm compared to Gibbs sampling and the Variational Bayes estimator.
Goldwater and Griths [19] describe a Bayesian PoS tagger that adopts a HMM with symmetric Dirichlet priors
over transition and emission distributions that are distributed with Multinomial distribution. Gibbs sampling is used for
the inference. Two experiments are presented in the study: one using a dictionary that contains the possible PoS tags
for each word in a semi-supervised framework and one in a fully unsupervised learning framework.
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All previous work assumes that the number of PoS tags are known a priori. Van Gael et al. [48] introduce innite
HMM (iHMM), which learns the number of hidden states (the number of PoS tags in the model). e model is non-
parametric Bayesian and uses Pitman-Yor process to learn the transitions and emissions with Dirichlet priors. Beam
sampling [51] is applied for the inference. e model is evaluated on shallow parsing as for the extrinsic evaluation.
Christodoulopoulos et al. [12] compare seven dierent PoS tagging models and show that older clustering-based
models also perform surprisingly well compared to the recent models that see tagging as a labeling problem.
Stratos et al. [46] assume that each tag is associated with at least one word that cannot have any other tag. For
example, the can be tagged only as a determiner and cannot have any other tag. is specic type of HMM is called an
anchor HMM in their study. Non-negative matrix factorization framework [3] is extended for the parameter estimation
in their model.
2.2 Related Work on Stemming
e current stemming algorithms are usually categorized in three classes: rule-based, hybrid, and statistical stemming
algorithms. Rule-based stemmers learn the stems by using manually dened rules. Some of the well-known rule-based
stemmers are Lovins [26], Porter [39], and Krovetz [25]. Rule-based stemming algorithms are usually supervised since
they require manual denition of the rules.
Hybrid stemming algorithms combine rule-based and statistical methods in a single framework. Some of the hybrid
stemming algorithms are by Shrivastava et al. [43], Goweder et al. [20], and Adam et al. [1].
Statistical stemming algorithms use statistical methods to learn the stems. Xu and Cro [52] present a method
that uses the word co-occurrence statistics to cope with the drawbacks of the Porter stemmer [39]. Based on the
co-occurence statistics, they implement a graph-partitioning algorithm to reduce the number of the classes that are
generated by the Porter stemmer [39].
Goldsmith [17, 18] proposes an unsupervised stemming model, Linguistica, which is based on the Minimum
Description Length (MDL) principal. e model is designed especially for morphological segmentation. However, it is
used as a stemmer as well. e segmentation points in each word are found in a way to minimize the total compressed
length of the corpus.
A graph-based algorithm for stemming is proposed by Bacchin et al. [4]. e algorithm splits each word at all possible
split points in the rst step to have a set of substrings. In the second step, a directed graph is built by using the set of
substrings. Finally, the graph is used to compute the prex and sux scores based on the frequency of substrings.
Melucci and Orio [31] present an HMM based stemmer. States correspond to prexes and suxes. Transitions
correspond to the rules. Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is used to estimate the parameters. Once the
parameters are estimated, segmentation is done according to the path having the maximum probability.
McNamee and Mayeld [29] present an alternative stemming algorithm that is based on n-grams. Bigrams and
trigrams are generated for each word. e approach posits that similar words share a high proportion of n-grams.
Bacchin et al. [5] extend the graph-based stemmer introduced in Bacchin et al. [4]. e extended model discovers
the stems and derivations using the mutual reinforcement relationship between the stems and the suxes. Initially, a
set of possible substrings are generated by spliing each word at all positions. en, a directed graph is built, where
nodes represent the substrings. A directed edge is inserted between node x and node y if there is a word z such that
z = xy. e estimation of ax scores is calculated by the HITS algorithm [24]. Once the prex and sux scores are
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estimated, the algorithm nds the most probable split point by maximizing the likelihood of the prex and sux pairs
that belong to the words in the word list.
Another stemming algorithm called YASS (Yet Another Sux Striper) is presented by Majumder et al. [27]. It is
based on a clustering algorithm that uses a string distance measure. e string distance measure is used to estimate the
morphological similarity between words.
Peng et al. [37] describe a stemmer that uses the distributional similarity between words. is stemmer is applied
for the information retrieval task to improve the retrieval scores.
GRAph-based Stemmer (GRAS) is introduced by Paik et al. [36]. It is a statistical stemmer that uses lexical information
to group the words. Words are represented by the nodes of a graph. Weighted edges represent the frequency of the
sux pair between the vertices. e algorithm nds the related words by decomposing the graph.
Brychcı́n and Konopı́k [10] present the High Precision Stemmer (HPS), which utilizes the orthographic and semantic
information as features to split the words into their stems and suxes. e method works in two steps: First,
orthographically and semantically similar words are clustered by using the Maximum Mutual Information (MMI).
Second, maximum entropy classier is performed on the clusters obtained from the rst step. HPS is also used in
information retrieval to improve the retrieval scores.
2.3 Related Work on Joint Models for PoS Tagging
Joint models have been recently very popular in NLP tasks. PoS tagging is also one of those tasks that is performed
jointly with other tasks, such as morphological segmentation and morphological disambiguation.
Qiu et al. [40] present a joint PoS tagging and segmentation model that integrates two Markov chains. While one
chain is used for segmentation, the other is used for PoS tagging. It is tested on Chinese segmentation and the model
outperforms other traditional methods.
Another joint PoS tagging and morphological segmentation model is presented by Sirts and Alumäe [44]. It is a
non-parametric Bayesian model that generates the word’s tag and segmentation jointly. HMM parameters are estimated
by using Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP). Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hastings sampling are used for the
inference.
Can and Manandhar [11] present a Dirichlet process model for joint POS tagging and morphological segmentation.
It is a generative model where the authors generate the POS tags, stems, and suxes of words jointly. A mixture
model is adopted for POS tagging by using the tags of the contextual words. A Dirichlet process model is adopted for
morphology learning where stems may belong to any POS tag. Our model is similar to that model since both models
generate stems based on the POS tags. However, two models are dierent in terms of the mathematical model they are
based on. In our model, POS tagging is investigated more like a sequence labelling problem by using a Hidden Markov
Model, whereas in their model it is a mixture model. Moreover, in the current model we do not adopt a Dirichlet process
model for morphology, instead we generate stems and axes based on the POS tags.
Sirts et al. [45] use distributional and morphological information in PoS tagging. e distributional and morphological
information is combined in a non-parametric Bayesian model based on distance-dependent Chinese Restaurant Process
(ddCRP). ey extend the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) and dene a distribution over partitions of data points.
Word embeddings are used to represent the distributional characteristics of the words.
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3 MODELS FOR JOINT LEARNING OF POS TAGS AND STEMS
We adopt the Bayesian HMM model of Goldwater and Griths [19], which is introduced for solely PoS tagging. We
adopt this model as a baseline model in this article. We introduce dierent models that are based on their model,
however they all jointly learn PoS tags and stems in an unsupervised framework.
Aer the terminology is given in Section 3.1, we explain our models in Section 3.2.
3.1 Terminology
A brief description of the terms used in the rest of the article is as follows:
• Segmentation of a word, w = s +m, where s is the stem andm is the sux of the word w ,
• ti , wi , si ,mi denote the ith tag, word, stem and sux in the corpus respectively,
• Identity function I (.) is a function that returns 1 if its argument is true and returns 0 if its argument is false,
• n(ti ,wi ) is the frequency of the tag-word pair (ti ,wi ),
• n(ti ,si ) is the frequency of the tag-stem pair (ti , si ),
• n(ti ,mi ) is the frequency of the tag-sux pair (ti ,mi ),
• cos(si ,wi ) is the cosine similarity between the word embeddings of si and wi ,
• n(ti−2,ti−1) is the frequency of the tag bigram < ti−2, ti−1 >,
• n(mi−2,mi−1) is the frequency of the sux bigram < mi−2,mi−1 >,
• n(ti−2,ti−1,ti ) is the frequency of the tag trigram < ti−2, ti−1, ti >,
• n(mi−2,mi−1,mi ) is the frequency of the sux trigram < mi−2,mi−1,mi >,
• t−i is the current values of all tags except ti ,
• w−i is the current values of all words except wi ,
• s−i s the current values of all stems except si ,
• m−i is the current values of all suxes exceptmi ,
• Wti , Sti , and Mti are the total number of word, stem, and sux types respectively emied from ti ,
• T is the size of the tag set,
• Multinomial Distribution Mult(ωt ) is the emission distribution in the form of a Multinomial distribution with
parameters ω(t ),
• Mult(τ (t,t
′ )) is the transition distribution with parameters τ (t,t
′ ),
• Mult(ψ (t )) is the sux emission distribution in the form of a Multinomial distribution with parametersψ (t ),
• ω(t ) is generated by Dirichlet(β) with hyperparameters β ,
• τ (t,t
′ ) is generated by Dirichlet(α) with hyperparameters α ,
• ψ (t ) is generated by Dirichlet(γ ) with hyperparameters γ .
3.2 Mathematical Model Definition
Goldwater and Griths [19] propose a word-based Bayesian HMM model that extends the standard HMM model by
adding prior distributions to the model parameters to learn a distribution of parameters in a Bayesian seing rather than
the point estimates of the parameters. We extend the baseline Bayesian HMM model to learn the PoS tags and stems
jointly in a fully unsupervised seing. To this end, we propose dierent versions by adopting dierent dependencies in
the data.
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Fig. 2. The plate diagram of the stem-based Bayesian HMM.
3.2.1 Stem-based Bayesian HMM (Bayesian S-HMM). e word structure in an agglutinative language is shown in
Figure 1. Stem of a word is obtained by removing the inectional suxes from the stem. is postulates that a word
and its stem must have the same PoS tag.
e PoS tag of a word is a strong indicator for its stem. For example, if gelecek is a noun, then stripping o -ecek is a
stemming error because -ecek is a derivational sux here, whereas if gelecek is a verb, then stripping o -ecek is correct
because -ecek is an inectional sux.
Additionally, using stems reduces the emission sparsity in agglutinative languages. us, we extend the word-based
HMM model with the stem emissions. e mathematical model is given as follows:
ti |ti−1, ti−2 = t
′
,τ (t,t
′ ) ∝ Mult(τ (t,t
′ )) (1)
si |ti = t ,ω(t ) ∝ Mult(ω(t ))
τ (t,t
′ ) |α ∝ Dirichlet(α)
ω(t ) |β ∝ Dirichlet(β)
Mult(ωt ) diers from the baseline model. It is the stem emission distribution in the form of a Multinomial distribution
with parameters ω(t ). In other words, a stem is emied from each HMM state. e plate diagram of the model is given
in Figure 2.
Based on the mathematical model, the conditional probability of a tag and a stem are dened as follows:
P(ti |t−i,α) =
n(ti−2,ti−1,ti ) + α
n(ti−2,ti−1) +Tα
(2)
P(si |t−i, s−i, β) =
n(ti ,si ) + β
n(ti ) + Sti β
(3)
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Fig. 3. The plate diagram of the stem and suix-based Bayesian HMM.
e inference involves estimating the following posterior distribution:
P(t, s|α , β) ∝ P(s|t, β)P(t|α) (4)
We use Gibbs sampling for the inference. All tags are randomly initialized and all words are split into two segments
randomly as a stem and a sux at the beginning of the inference. In each iteration of the algorithm, a tag and a stem
are sampled for each word from the following sampling distribution:
P(ti , si |t−i, s−i,α , β) =
n(ti ,si ) + β
nti + Sti β
·




n(ti−1,ti ,ti+1)+I (ti−2=ti−1=ti=ti+1) + α
n(ti−1,ti ) + I (ti−2 = ti−1 = ti ) +Tα
·
n(ti ,ti+1,ti+2)+I (ti−2=ti=ti+2,ti−1=ti+1)+I (ti−1=ti=ti+1=ti+2) + α
n(ti ,ti+1) + I (ti−2 = ti , ti−1 = ti+1) + I (ti−1 = ti = ti+1) +Tα
Sampling a tag aects three tag trigrams in the model at the same time because each tag occurs in three consecutive tag
trigrams. erefore, the changes are taken into account with the identity function. is process is repeated until the
system converges.
3.2.2 Stem & Suix-based Bayesian HMM (Bayesian SM-HMM). e ending of a word usually gives a clue about its
syntactic category. For example, words ending with -ly are usually adverbs in English. We extended the stem-based
Bayesian HMM model by adding sux emissions in addition to the stem emissions in the model:
mi |ti = t ,ψ (t ) ∝ Mult(ψ (t )) (6)
ψ (t ) |γ ∝ Dirichlet(γ )
e plate diagram of the model is given in Figure 3.
Based on the mathematical model, the conditional probability of a sux is dened as follows:
P(mi |t−i,m−i,γ ) =
n(ti ,mi ) + γ
n(ti ) +Mtiγ
(7)
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e conditional probability for the stem and the tag are the same as given in the stem-based model.
e inference involves estimating the following posterior distribution:
P(t, s,m|α , β ,γ ) ∝ P(s|t, β)P(m|t,γ )P(t|α) (8)
Here, we assume that stems and suxes are independent from each other. Again we use Gibbs sampling for the
inference. Word tags are randomly initialized and all words are split into two segments uniformly at the beginning of
the inference. In each iteration of the algorithm, a tag, a stem and a sux are sampled for each word from the following
sampling distribution:
P(ti , si ,mi |t−i, s−i,m−i,α , β,γ ) =
n(ti ,si )β
nti + Sti β
·




n(ti−1,ti ,ti+1)+I (ti−2=ti−1=ti=ti+1) + α
n(ti−1,ti ) + I (ti−2 = ti−1 = ti ) +Tα
·
n(ti ,ti+1,ti+2)+I (ti−2=ti=ti+2,ti−1=ti+1)+I (ti−1=ti=ti+1=ti+2) + α
n(ti ,ti+1) + I (ti−2 = ti , ti−1 = ti+1) + I (ti−1 = ti = ti+1) +Tα
·
n(ti ,mi ) + γ
nti +Mtiγ
3.2.3 Stem-based Bayesian HMM using Neural Word Embeddings (Bayesian CS-HMM). Unlike derivation, inectional
suxes do not make a signicant change in the meaning of a word. Inectional suxes only full some syntactic
functions, such as gender and tense in verbs. We add some semantic information to enhance the stem-based Bayesian
model. To this end, we include neural word embeddings obtained from word2vec [33]1 to estimate the similarity
between the stem and the word form. e more similar the stem embedding and the word embedding are, more likely
to have an inection in the word form, rather than a derivation.
Cosine similarity between the neural word embeddings of araba (the car) and some other word forms that are
inected or derived from araba are given in Table 1. It is clearly seen that the words that share the same stem have a
higher cosine similarity with araba unlike the derived words (i.e. arabacı, arabacılar, arabacılık).
1e details of the datasets used for training the word2vec [33] is given in Appendix A.
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We use the cosine similarity between the word embeddings of the stem and the word itself as prior information in
the model. e mathematical model is the same as the stem-based Bayesian HMM model given in Section 3.2.1. e
sampling distribution of ti and si under this model is the same as Equation 5.
We use the cosine similarity as a factor to increase/decrease the probability of a {stem, tag} pair proportionally to
the cosine similarity: ∑
ti ,si
P(ti , si |t−i, s−i,α , β)cos(si ,wi ) = 1 (10)
3.2.4 Stem & Suix-based Bayesian HMM using Neural Word Embeddings (Bayesian CSM-HMM). In this model,
we extend the stem and sux-based Bayesian HMM model by again adding semantic information obtained from the
neural word embeddings analogously to the previous model. erefore, the mathematical model is the same as the
stem-sux-based Bayesian HMM model given in Section 3.2.2. e new conditional distribution of ti , si andmi becomes
the same with 9.
We again use the cosine similarity as a factor to increase/decrease the probability of a {stem, sux, tag} tuple
proportionally to the cosine similarity:∑
ti ,si
P(ti , si ,mi |t−i, s−i,m−i,α , β,γ )cos(si ,wi ) = 1 (11)
4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present the experimental results obtained from the joint PoS tagging and stemming models described
in the previous section2. We compared the experimental results obtained for PoS tagging with Anchor HMM3 [46],
Brown Clustering4 [9], and the word-based Bayesian HMM model [19]. We compared the results obtained for stemming
with HPS5 [10], Linguistica6 [18], and Morfessor FlatCat7 [21]. We used the same datasets given below to train these
models.
We describe the datasets used in the experiments in Section 4.1 and the parameter seings of the models are described
in Section 4.2. Details of the evaluation metrics for PoS tagging and stemming are given in Section 4.3 and the nal
results are presented in Section 4.4.
4.1 Datasets
We did experiments on ve languages: Turkish, Hungarian, Finnish, Basque, and English. e training sets used for
these languages are as follows:
• Turkish : METU Treebank [35] is a Turkish treebank that is collected from newspapers, journal issues, and
books. e treebank involves 5,620 sentences and 53,798 tokens.
• Finnish : FinnTreeBank [50] is a manually annotated Finnish dataset that involves around 19,000 sentences
and sentence fragments, and 162,000 word forms. We used the rst 24K words from the Finnish dataset.
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Table 2. Datasets used in the experiments
Language Dataset Tagset size
Basque UD Dependency Treebank [34] 16
English Penn Treebank [28] 45
English UD Dependency Treebank [34] 17
Finnish FinnTreeBank [50] 14
Hungarian UD Dependency Treebank [34] 16
Turkish METU Treebank [35] 31
• Hungarian, Basque and English : UD Dependency Treebank [34] is a multilingual treebank. We used the
Hungarian, Basque, and English portions of the treebank. We used the rst 24K words for each language in the
experiments.
• English : Penn Treebank [28] is an English treebank that is collected from the Air Trac Information System,
the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), the Brown Corpus, Switchboard, and a variety of other sources. We used the
rst 24K words from the treebank for the experiments.
We reduced the PoS tagset size to 12 based on the universal PoS tagset8 [38] to be able to compare the accuracy of
PoS tagging across dierent languages. e datasets and the actual tagset size of all languages are given in Table 2.
4.2 Parameters
We manually set the hyperparameters in the experiments. We assigned the values of the hyperparameters based on a
series of experiments. In order to alleviate the aect of the hyperparameter values, we did the experiments using six
hyperparameter sets for all languages. e hyperparameter sets used in the experiments are given below:
(1) set α=0.003 β=1 γ=0.003
(2) set α=0.003 β=0.1 γ=0.003
(3) set α=0.001 β=1 γ=0.001
(4) set α=0.001 β=0.1 γ=0.001
(5) set α=0.03 β=1 γ=0.03
(6) set α=0.03 β=0.1 γ=0.03
We ran each experiment for 5000 iterations in Gibbs sampling.
4.3 Evaluation Metrics
We did the evaluation for PoS tagging and stemming separately by using dierent evaluation metrics:
4.3.1 PoS tagging. We used four evaluation metrics to evaluate the PoS tagging results: many-to-one, one-to-one,
normalized mutual information (NMI), and variation of information (VI). Many-to-one [23] maps each result tag to the
gold standard tag that has the maximum number of common words with the result tag. One gold standard tag can
be assigned to more than one result tag. One-to-one [22] is computed similarly, however each gold standard tag is
restricted to having only one result tag.
8Reduced tagsets based on [38] are given in Appendix B.
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NMI [47] normalizes the symmetric measure of two clusteringsCд (the gold clustering) andCr (the result clustering).
It is dened in terms of entropy H and mutual information I :
NMI (Cr ,Cд) =
I (Cr ,Cд)√
H (Cr )H (Cд)
(12)
VI [30] is a distance metric between two clusterings Cд and Cr :
V I (Cr ,Cд) = H (Cr |Cд) + H (Cд |Cr ) (13)
4.3.2 Stemming. We used accuracy and Frakes and Fox Similarity Metric (FSM) [14] to evaluate the stemming





where Cs is the number of correct stems and Cw is the total number of words in the corpus.





Na is the average number of words per the conation class, Nw refers to the number of unique words before stemming,
and Ns is the number of unique stems aer stemming.
4.4 Results
We present PoS tagging and stemming results separately for ve languages. We did experiments for all parameter
seings but we present only the highest scores for the sake of easiness and readability. In order to show the aect of the
parameters in the model, the many-to-one scores obtained from dierent parameter seings for PoS tagging in Turkish
is given in Table 3. We assign α (transition hyperparameter) and γ (sux emission hyperparameter) low values because
the variety in the transitions and the suxes is comparably less than the variety in the stems. erefore, we assign
β higher values than α and γ . When we emit stems and suxes at the same time (in Bayesian SM-HMM, Bayesian
CSM-HMM), the highest scores are obtained when β = 1. In other words, when a large number of stem types are
permied to be emied from the HMM, a small number of sux types are emied from the HMM, which linguistically
makes more sense. When sux emissions are not used, the highest scores are obtained when β = 0.1.
We did also a similar study to show the aect of the hyperparameters in stemming. e accuracy obtained from
dierent parameter seings for stemming in Turkish is given in Table 4. Stemming results show that models with
semantic information (Bayesian CS-HMM and Bayesian CSM-HMM) give the best results with relatively low β=0.1 and
high α = γ=0.03 because semantic information restricts to have more variety in stem types that can be emied. e
other two proposed models (Bayesian S-HMM and Bayesian SM-HMM) give the best results under relatively high value
of β=1 and low value of α = γ=0.003.
PoS tagging results are given in Table 5 for all languages. e highest scores among 6 parameter seings are given in
the table. e highest scores in PoS tagging were obtained from the 6th parameter seing for Turkish, Basque, and
English. However, the highest scores were obtained from the 5th parameter seing for Hungarian and Finnish.
For Turkish language, the highest many-to-one accuracy is obtained from the stem-based Bayesian S-HMM, whereas
the highest one-to-one accuracy, NMI and VI measures are obtained from the stem-based Bayesian CSM-HMM that uses
neural word embeddings. is shows that using semantic similarity helps in detecting the correct PoS tag of a given
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Table 3. Many-to-one scores obtained from dierent hyperparameter values for Turkish PoS tagging
Value of α=γ
Value of β 0.003 0.001 0.03
Bayesian HMM 1 54.92 55.81 55.510.1 55.44 55.31 56.79
Bayesian S-HMM 1 53.36 51.58 53.890.1 52.04 53.64 64.43
Bayesian SM-HMM 1 58.07 56.05 56.970.1 56.46 56.70 56.43
Bayesian CS-HMM 1 52.27 51.81 54.950.1 50.97 53.15 57.38
Bayesian CSM-HMM 1 60.09 60.53 60.100.1 59.36 59.79 59.32
Highest scores obtained from dierent parameter seings for PoS tagging in Turkish are given in bold in the table.
Table 4. Accuracy scores obtained from dierent hyperparameter values for Turkish stemming
Value of α=γ
Value of β 0.003 0.001 0.03
Bayesian S-HMM 1 47.55 47.30 47.450.1 47.51 47.46 47.29
Bayesian SM-HMM 1 34.97 34.97 34.970.1 34.97 34.97 34.96
Bayesian CS-HMM 1 57.31 57.47 57.850.1 57.76 63.71 63.83
Bayesian CSM-HMM 1 39.51 39.50 39.620.1 40.55 40.22 41.08
e highest scores obtained from parameter seings for stemming in Turkish are wrien bold in the table.
word. In any case, our Turkish results are higher than the results of the word-based Bayesian HMM model, Brown
Clustering, and Anchor HMM.
e stem and sux-based Bayesian SM-HMM gives the highest scores for all evaluation metrics for the Hungarian
language. is shows that the sux of a word is a strong indicator for the PoS tag of a word.
e highest many-to-one accuracy and NMI are obtained from the stem and sux-based Bayesian SM-HMM in
Finnish. Brown Clustering gives the highest scores for one-to-one accuracy and VI in Finnish.
Brown Clustering gives the highest scores in many-to-one accuracy, NMI, and VI in Basque, whereas stem-based
Bayesian CS-HMM that uses semantic similarity gives the highest score for one-to-one. However, our overall results in
Basque are very close to the scores obtained from Brown Clustering.
In English, Brown Clustering gives the highest scores for all evaluation metrics. We assume a concatenative
morphology in our model. e comparably lower scores in English can be because of the irregular words in the
language.
It can be clearly seen from the results that using stems rather than words improves the PoS tagging results for
agglutinative languages. is also claries the lower results obtained from English. When the overall results for all
languages are evaluated, it can be seen that stem-based Bayesian SM-HMM and stem-based Bayesian CSM-HMM that
uses neural word embeddings are signicantly beer than the other proposed models.
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Fig. 4. Impact of the dataset size for PoS tagging in Hungarian for the Bayesian SM-HMM model.
Using neural word embeddings improves the results in Turkish, whereas there is not a signicant improvement in
Hungarian and Finnish results when the semantic similarity is used. is can be also due to the size of the training set
in Hungarian and Finnish used for word2vec [33].
e accuracy obtained from stemming for ve languages is given in Table 6. We compare our stemming results with
HPS [10], Linguistica [18] and Morfessor [21]. Stem-based Bayesian CS-HMM using semantic similarity performs beer
than the other models for all ve languages. is shows that using semantic similarity also improves the stemming
results. We have the highest scores in Turkish when compared to other models. Linguistica gives the highest scores for
Hungarian, Finnish and English, whereas Morfessor gives the highest accuracy for Basque.
Again the size of the training set may be also the reason for having comparably lower scores in stem-based Bayesian
CS-HMM using semantic similarity for Hungarian, Finnish, Basque, and English. e training set used for word2vec [33]
in Turkish is very large compared to other languages.
Stemming strength obtained from all models are given in Table 7 for ve languages. When we compare Table 6 and
7, it can be seen that there is a correlation between the accuracy and the strength.
In order to show the impact of the dataset size in Hungarian, the results for 12K and 24K datasets are given for PoS
tagging and stemming in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively. PoS tagging results of the 24K dataset are higher than the
results obtained from the 12K dataset. However, stemming results show that the dataset size does not make a signicant
improvement on the stemming performance. Moreover, stemming results obtained from the smaller dataset are higher
than the results obtained from the larger dataset.
is is to show that the performance of our model does not change signicantly according to the dierent dataset
sizes in Hungarian. Similar results are also obtained for other languages. e results for 12K and 24K datasets for PoS
tagging and stemming in Finnish, Basque and English are given in Appendix C in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Results obtained
for the other datasets are similar to that of Hungarian. When we analyze the stemming results, it is clearly seen that
stem-based models do not require a large dataset, while models using stems and axes require a larger dataset.
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Fig. 5. Impact of the dataset size for stemming in Hungarian for all models.
5 DISCUSSION
Out-of-vocabulary issue is one of the challenges in many natural language processing tasks. In this paper, we introduced
a joint learning framework for PoS tagging and stemming that resolves the out-of-vocabulary issue in PoS tagging, while
inferring stems simultaneously. We experimented with dierent versions where we utilize only the stem information,
stem and ax information, or the semantic relatedness between the axed form and the stem based on the idea that
meaning of a word is protected even though an inectional sux is aached.
We observed that the highest PoS tagging results were obtained from Turkish that is morphologically the richest
among all other languages. It shows that incorporating the stem information with the syntactic task improves the
inference of the PoS tags for a morphologically rich language, which was one of the main goals of this work. e
situation is a bit dierent in morphologically poor languages such as English. e joint models do not perform very
well on English especially for the PoS tagging task. However, the best stemming results were achieved for the English
language. It may be due to the poorly inected structure of English, which enables learning the stems more accurately
compared to other morphologically rich languages such as Turkish and Hungarian. We can conclude that the joint
learning of stems and PoS tags particularly perform well on agglutinative languages for the PoS tagging task, whereas
it performs well on morphologically poor languages for the stemming task. One limitation of the model is the irregular
word forms since we assume a concatenative morphology in this work.
We introduced several dierent joint models that adopt dierent dependencies in the corpus, such as the dependency
between the PoS tag and the sux, or the dependency between the stem and the PoS tag. e overall experimental
results show that stem and sux-based Bayesian HMM model using neural word embeddings outperforms other models
for the POS tagging task, whereas stem-based Bayesian HMM model using neural word embeddings outperforms other
models for the stemming task.
Additionally, we use semantic similarity between the stems and words to discover the inectional morphology
since the inectional suxes do not change the meaning of a word. To this end, we use the neural word embeddings
obtained from word2vec [33]. e results show that using semantic information makes a signicant improvement in
both stemming and PoS tagging.
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We compare our models with other PoS tagging and stemming models. Our joint models perform beer PoS
tagging than the word-based Bayesian HMM model [19], Brown Clustering [9], and Anchor HMM model [46] for three
agglutinative languages: Turkish, Finnish, Hungarian. e proposed models also perform beer than HPS [10] and
Morfessor FlatCat [21] in stemming.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this article, we present unsupervised joint PoS tagging and stemming models for agglutinative languages. To
our knowledge, this is the rst aempt to combine PoS tagging and stemming tasks jointly in a fully unsupervised
framework. We did experiments on ve languages: Turkish, Hungarian, Finnish, Basque, and English. Although we
aim for agglutinative languages, the results obtained from non-agglutinative languages show that the models can be
applied to any other language as well. e performance of our models on ve languages shows that using stems instead
of words outperforms word-based PoS tagging models for agglutinative languages.
In this work, we assume a concatenative morphology. We leave the irregular words as a future goal. In the future,
we will aim to learn the transformations between words in order to handle irregular words. We also aim to exploit our
results in a high order NLP task such as text categorization for an extrinsic evaluation.
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APPENDIX
A WORD2VEC TRAINING SETS
e details about the datasets used to learn the distributed representations of words by word2vec [33] for ve languages
are as follows:
English : e corpus with the rst one billion characters from Wikipedia. (hp://mamahoney.net/dc/text8.zip)
Finn Treebank [50]: e treebank involves around 19,000 sentences and sentence fragments, and 162,000 word
forms.
e Basque UD Treebank [34]: e dataset is a part of the Basque Dependency Treebank (BDT) [2]. e treebank
consists of 8,993 sentences and 121,443 tokens.
eHungarian UDTreebank [34]: e treebank is derived from the Szeged Dependency Treebank [49]. It contains
1,299 sentences and 42,032 words.
Turkish Boun Corpus [41]: It is a manually collected web corpus. It involves 423M words and 491M tokens.
B UNIVERSAL TAGSET MAPPING
e mapping of the original tagset to the Universal PoS tagset [38] is given for the Penn Treebank and FinnTreeBank in
Table 8, for the UD Treebank for Basque, Hungarian and English in Table 9, and for the Metu-Sabanc Turkish Treebank
in Table 10.
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C EXPERIMENTS FOR THE DATASET SIZE
Here, we present PoS tagging and stemming results for Finnish, Basque, and English in order to illustrate the performance
of the models according to the dataset size (12K and 14K). We have used VI for PoS tagging and Accuracy for stemming
in the gures. e results are given in Figure 6-7.
Fig. 6. Impact of the dataset size for PoS tagging in Finnish, Basque and English for the Bayesian SM-HMM model.
Fig. 7. Impact of the dataset size for stemming in Finnish, Basque and English for all models.
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Table 5. PoS tagging results for all languages
Many-to-one One-to-one NMI VI
(a) Turkish
Bayesian S-HMM 64.43 26.33 29.22 5.54
Bayesian SM-HMM 56.43 28.65 29.39 4.40
Bayesian CS-HMM 57.38 28.87 24.64 4.72
Bayesian CSM-HMM 59.32 30.93 30.95 4.30
Bayesian HMM [19] 56.79 27.31 23.25 4.79
Brown Clustering [9] 54.91 30.70 26.78 4.47
Anchor HMM [46] 58.82 - - -
(b) Hungarian
Bayesian S-HMM 39.38 18.74 11.25 5.76
Bayesian SM-HMM 54.38 33.33 29.46 4.50
Bayesian CS-HMM 44.12 23.79 14.56 5.51
Bayesian CSM-HMM 51.20 29.95 26.17 4.71
Bayesian HMM [19] 43.92 22.41 14.75 5.48
Brown Clustering [9] 50.89 33.25 28.65 4.57
Anchor HMM [46] 48.86 - - -
(c) Finnish
Bayesian S-HMM 42.70 21.78 11.64 5.49
Bayesian SM-HMM 48.46 23.45 20.24 4.94
Bayesian CS-HMM 42.61 22.42 12.62 5.43
Bayesian CSM-HMM 47.78 22.79 20.19 4.93
Bayesian HMM [19] 43.21 23.39 13.14 5.39
Brown Clustering [9] 47.95 30.13 17.62 4.92
Anchor HMM [46] 43.73 - - -
(d) Basque
Bayesian S-HMM 57.38 29.95 23.63 4.66
Bayesian SM-HMM 57.31 28.49 26.64 4.45
Bayesian CS-HMM 58.13 30.41 23.90 4.66
Bayesian CSM-HMM 58.37 29.48 27.65 4.36
Bayesian HMM [19] 57.07 29.54 22.47 4.75
Brown Clustering [9] 60.63 30.37 28.71 4.31
Anchor HMM [46] 58.20 - - -
(e) English
Bayesian S-HMM 30.43 23.34 15.00 6.01
Bayesian SM-HMM 39.69 32.55 28.17 4.95
Bayesian CS-HMM 37.71 31.30 22.99 5.40
Bayesian CSM-HMM 39.06 32.95 28.55 4.95
Bayesian HMM [19] 36.19 27.89 19.96 5.65
Brown Clustering [9] 51.97 47.32 40.25 4.14
Anchor HMM [46] 48.79 - - -
Results wrien bold in the table are the highest scores among 6 parameter seings are given in the table for PoS
tagging of all languages.
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Table 6. Stemming results for all languages
Models Turkish Hungarian Finnish Basque English
Bayesian S-HMM 47.29 48.17 28.28 31.92 49.30
Bayesian SM-HMM 34.96 41.20 26.40 33.54 47.82
Bayesian CS-HMM 63.83 57.17 38.94 48.72 78.99
Bayesian CSM-HMM 41.08 42.13 27.13 37.27 50.13
HPS [10] 53.79 58.98 27.18 50.06 75.21
Linguistica [18] 52.33 70.12 45.40 53.17 83.84
Morfessor [21] 52.06 45.89 25.93 55.50 63.05
Highest accuracy results obtained with 6th parameter seing are wrien bold in the table for stemming of all languages.
Table 7. Stemming strength for all languages
Models Turkish Hungarian Finnish Basque English
Bayesian S-HMM 0.75 0.65 0.47 0.47 0.74
Bayesian SM-HMM 0.60 1.14 0.68 0.71 1.58
Bayesian CS-HMM 0.89 0.76 0.53 0.57 1.84
Bayesian CSM-HMM 0.69 1.12 0.68 0.71 1.25
HPS [10] 0.81 1.00 0.58 0.77 0.79
Linguistica [18] 0.76 1.21 0.62 0.68 1.17
Morfessor [21] 0.77 0.41 0.54 0.66 1.02
Highest results for stemming strength of all languages are wrien in bold.
Table 8. The mapping of the Universal tagset to the Penn and Finn Treebank tagset
Universal tagset Penn Treebank tagset FinnTreeBank tagset
VERB VBP,VBD,VBG,VBN,VB,VBZ,MD V
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Table 9. The mapping of the Universal tagset to the UD Basque, Hungarian and English Treebank tagset
Universal tagset Basque Hungarian English
VERB VERB, AUX VERB, AUX VERB, AUX
PRON PRON PRON PRON
PUNCT PUNCT PUNCT PUNCT
PRT PART PART PART
DET DET DET DET
NOUN NOUN, PROPN NOUN, PROPN NOUN, PROPN
ADV ADV ADV ADV
ADJ ADJ ADJ ADJ
UNKNOWN SYM, INTJ, X X, INTJ X, INTJ, SYM
ADP ADP ADP ADP
NUM NUM NUM NUM
CONJ CONJ CONJ , SCONJ CONJ , SCONJ
Table 10. The mapping of the Universal tagset to the Metu-Sabancı Turkish Treebank tagset
Universal tagset Metu-Sabancı Turkish Treebank tagset
Noun
Noun Pron,Noun Ins,Noun Nom,Noun Verb,Noun Loc,
Noun Acc,Noun Abl,Noun Gen, Noun Dat,Noun Adj,
Noun Num,Noun Pnon,Noun Postp,Noun Equ
Adj Adj Noun,Adj Verb,Adj,Adj Pron,Adj Postp,Adj Num
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